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INTRODUCTION

Concept
BoarWar is a new play-to-earn game where users can fight to conquer lands and create 

dynasties to rule their realms forever. The playable characters in the game are 8000 original 

medieval boars. They will be released as NFT tokens in the first quarter of 2022. The Boars will 

be written on the blockchain along with their unique traits, skills and weapons. The gameplay 

of BoarWar can be summarized as the following:

1. Boar NFTs released in February 2022. The NFTs be used as playable characters

2. Boarette NFTs (a female set) are to be released in May 2022. A Boarette can marry a Boar 

and this way new NFT offspring can be bred.

3. Each player breeds new Boars which he/she can use in battle

4. Players who own Elite Boars will receive an initial parcel of land as separate NFTs. Land can 

be further expanded through continued conquest.

5. Profit is generated through the ownership of estates on players’ land.

6. Two native tokens will be released to ensure the BoarWar metaverse operation. Whereas 

ACORN token will be used for gameplay activities, TRUFFLE will play a role of a governance 

token and will be available through public and private sales in the beginning of 2023.

At its core, BoarWar is a retro-style turn-based strategy game. The player interacts with the 

game environment and other players. Gameplay involves exploration of the world of Aurora 

Boarealis, exciting  quests and campaigns as well as PvP combat. BoarWar runs in 2 modes - 

map mode, where players traverse the lands in search of adventures, and combat mode, 

where they battle NPCs and other players. In this game, combat mode consists of Friendly path 

and Bloody path that will be explained later. Despite its seemingly familiar formula, BoarWar 

brings profit to the table: players can earn a native cryptocurrency in-game by completing 

quests, owning estates and winning battles. This currency can be instantly swapped for Ether, 

Bitcoin and other popular cryptocurrencies.
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BACKSTORY

BoarWar is set in the fictional universe of Aurora Boarealis. For eons boar tribes have roamed 

these bountiful lands of great abundance. Unfortunately, a time of unrest and total war is 

coming. The King of Swinia, the kingdom of the Dead Field Boars, Hammon the II, was to be 

married to Porcita, the princess of the Cave Kingdom of Piggeton. Alas, while venturing 

through the Dark Forest on his journey to the wedding ceremony, he was brutally murdered. 

Hammon the II was found frozen and shattered into a thousand of pieces. Many suspected 

that this plot was hatched by Swinilla the Dzik, the emperor of the Mountain Boar empire and 

a long-term admirer of Porcita. The Mountain Boars denied having any involvement in this 

deed and accused Hogrik the Fair, the leader of the Forest Boar Alliance. Bridges have been 

burnt, peace lost, and a cloud of chaos looms above the realms of Aurora Boarealis. War is 

inevitable and the victors will be the ones to write history. The players are welcome to take 

part in the adventures of Aurora Boarealis and profit from them massively.
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BREEDING

In order to create their dynasty a male inhabitant of Swinia will need to find a pig wife called 

Boarette. A collection of 5000 Boarettes will be released on the blockchain shortly after the 

initial release of male Boars. As the number of Boarettes will be smaller than the number of 

Boars, players will have to claim their right to create a dynasty and breed their Boars in 

numerous ruthless battles. Each Boar will be able to own their own land and fight for 12 

months, after which he will be moved to an Acorn Pantheon. This means that in order to keep 

ownership of his lands, the player will need to pass down their property from the aging Boar to 

its child, grandchild or nephew.

Dynasties

 In May we will airdrop Boarette NFTs to the most active members of the BoarWar community. 

More Boarette tokens will be available for minting on our website. Players can breed their 

Boars with Boarettes to spawn an entire Boar army. Each Boarette will have a unique set of 

attributes and coupled with the set of the traits of the male Boar, the quantity and 

composition of the resulting offspring NFTs is genetically determined.

Boarettes
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Boars have their own lifespan and at the termination of their lives they will become inactive for 

battles and social life in Swinia, and will ascend to the Acorn Pantheon. Although, they will be 

still adding considerable bonuses to all their offspring, hence bringing massive value to their 

holders. Such Boars will also generate passive income for their holders depending on the class 

and battle score that the character had before joining the Acorn Pantheon.

Lifespan

The number of offspring that one Boar is able to have will be limited by the potency power 

parameter of his and his breeding partner that will be randomly assigned to each character. 

That means that even the most expensive and rare boars can be unable to have offspring and, 

hence, continue their dynasty. 

Potency

Mind that it takes 7 calendar days for each offspring to reach the first maturity threshold and 

be able to hold a sword. The next seven days a piglet warrior will need to participate in as 

many Friendly Path battles as possible before joining his kin on the Combat path battlefield as 

a young Boar. Remember that from day 8 to day 21 of his life, a young Boar can fight only if he 

is included in the deck with his family members. Finally, on the day 22 a player will get a full 

grown-up Boar warrior that is capable to fight on his own without his forefathers’ support.

Offspring
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The offspring will have an ability to inherit artifacts, lands, objects and genes from their 

parents. The right to own lands will be available only for Elite Class Boars (3 categories out of 

11) from the start. However, Boars from other categories will be able to claim lands after 

gaining enough experience in battles. The land ownership will be supported by a complex 

algorithm designed to reward players that spend the most amount of time in the game. That 

means that for non-active players, owning land will not be profitable, thus forcing them to sell 

lands at lower prices to more active players.

Inheritance



CHARACTERS & ITEMS

Every Boar is a fierce warrior. However, they vary in apparel and abilities. There are two types 

of attributes for each hog. The Boar's apparel is shown on the Boar NFT card. Some attributes 

are purely aesthetic, while others have a real impact on gameplay - the faction dictates the 

character's alignment, whereas class defines special abilities and unique artifacts provide buffs 

for your Boar and his army. Not every attribute will be available at the time of minting; certain 

attributes will be airdropped to Boar NFT owners at a later date. 

Boars

There will be 4 factions in the game warring with each other in the lands of Swinia - a 

subcontinent situated in the north-western part of Aurora Boarealis and divided into 4 unique 

territories, one for each faction: forest, mountains, cave and dead fields. It will be possible to 

fight internally, within one territory, or externally. The faction your Boar belongs to is 

determined by the background attribute  of the Boar NFT and represents the character's 

alignment. 

Each faction will have its own special skills. Thus, Dead Field Boars will be able to cast dark 

magic spells and have additional abilities, including a resurrection skill, when wearing a Bone 

Helmet or wielding a Bone Sword. Forest Boars will possess wood magic spells in their arsenal 

and have a higher chance of inflicting a critical strike with a ranged unit. The Cave faction will 

be able to use Earth magic spells as well as have passive buffs when equipping weapons and 

clothing with gems. Mountain Boars are experts in cold magic and possess extra skills when 

wielding an ice spear or wearing a fur cap. Additionally, each Boar will be granted defense and 

attack bonuses during a battle if the battle occurs in its native territory. Some quests and 

interactions on the world map will be faction-specific as well.

Factions
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Each boar comes with a set of artifacts - weapons, armor, helmets and various charms. These 

ancient assets are passed down through generations and provide two unique bonuses - one 

for combat mode, the other one for exploration mode. Some artifacts are quite common, the 

others are legendary and rare. The uniqueness of each artifact is related to its usefulness, so 

minting more Boars is worthwhile if you want to rule.

Artifacts

All Boars are born equal, but some are more equal than the others. The Boars are split into 

four classes. Each class includes several categories. The Boar's category is defined by the 

armor attribute of the NFT:

Elite class: Nobleman, Crusader, Knight - Commanders

High class: Wizard, Merchant, Jester – Spell Casters

Middle class: Assassin, Warrior, Bandit – Heavy Infantry

Low class: Beggar, Naked – Light Infantry

The category determines the character's own combat abilities as well as some passive skills 

related to world map exploration and the land ownership aspects of the game.

As you would expect, wizard Boars can cast devastating fireballs on the battlefield; They also 

can reveal a bigger portion of the map using their magic crystal ball. Some classes are more 

useful in particular contexts - a beggar Boar is less valuable in combat, however he knows the 

price of money and can be a very efficient estate manager. Be sure to mint more than 1 boar 

to be prepared for every scenario.

In order to possess a plot of land, your Boar needs to belong to one of the following 

categories: Nobleman, Crusader or Knight, in other words, he needs to be a member of the 

Elite class. The Boars from other categories will be able to increase their rank in battles to 

upgrade their class. The Boars that have made it to the 1-st class will be able to own land.

Classes
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GAMEPLAY

Gameplay will be similar to other popular card-based strategies like Gwent and Hearthstone. A 

player has a deck of 10 cards (there can be only Boar cards or other objects like ballistae, 

healing tents, catapults etc.). The cards are drawn from the player’s deck randomly; however, 

there are some possibilities to increase the chance of a certain card to be drawn. There will be 

three lines for the player’s cards on the playing field: the front line (aka infantry line), the 

middle line (shooters line) and the back line (spell casters line). In order to win a battle, a 

player needs to defeat all the units on his opponent’s lines.

Gameplay summary

Each Boar will have its own Battle Score (BS). The BS will be used to identify if a Boar is entitled 

to advance to the upper class. The initial BS is 0. A Boar will gain +1 BS for each battle won and 

-1 BS for each battle lost. The Boars from the 4-th class will have to gain 1000 BS in order to be 

promoted to the 3-d class. The promotion to the 2-d class will require 1000 BS from the 3-d 

class Boar and 3000 BS for the 4-th class Boar. The promotion to the 1-st class will require 

1000 BS for the 2-d class Boar, 3000 BS for the 3-d class Boar and 5000 BS for the 4-th class 

Boar.

Battle score
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Every Boar can roam the lands of Aurora Boarealis and engage in a variety of quests, battles 

and more. The player controls one or more of their Boar characters as they walk through the 

gaming environment. The characters may encounter different creatures and entities with 

varying levels of hostility and cooperation in their natural disposition. Exploration mode will 

not be available in the first version of the game, but is planned to be added in one of the 

future versions.

Exploration mode

The combat mode in its turn will be divided into two categories called Friendly Path and Bloody 

Path. The winner of the Friendly Path match will receive 1 ACORN and the loser will receive 1 

ACORN as well. In the Bloody Path, apart from 4 ACORNs the victor will also claim the loser’s 

plot of land if the loser is still in possession of one and if the defense level of the land is 0. 

However, if the land’s defense level is higher than 0, the winner will receive an additional 

ACORN, while the loser’s land’s level will be decreased by one. If both players do not have any 

Boars who own lands, the winner will get 4 ACORNs, and the loser will get 2 ACORNs.

Combat mode paths

In combat mode, players can measure the strengths of their decks, as well as test their combat 

skills. This mode is turn-based; players start with cards of troops distributed on the battlefield 

map. Each creature has some amount of HP, armor, magic resistance, and damage. The player 

begins their turn by using one of their active combat skills. Then they command one of their 

troops’ cards to attack the enemy's card. A randomized amount of damage proportional to the 

power of the attacking  unit is dealt, and after subtracting the armor or magic resistance, the 

HP is reduced.

Combat mode
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A player can have an infinite number of armies (decks). There are 10 cards in a deck. Apart 

from the Boars themselves, each deck can contain additional fighting units: an energy well, 

healing tent, ballista, catapult and ammo cart. Each Boar has free skills as well as skills that 

cost some energy. Another important ability of each battle unit is its initiative. Initiative 

determines the order in which battle units take turns.

Armies

In the beginning of each battle an algorithm will randomly decide the Home (Defensive) side 

and the Away (Attacking) side by flipping a coin. In the long run, each player will have 

approximately the same number of Home and Away matches to ensure fairness. In the later 

versions (aka Exploration Mode release), an additional functionality will be added – the most 

active players will be able to decide whom to attack, thus, arranging planned raids on their 

designated enemies.



BoarWar will resemble in many ways the real-world economy of the medieval ages. The 

currency that can be earned in the game is called ACORN. Aside from the ACORN, there will 

also be a governance token called TRUFFLE. 

ACORNs will be generated by each unit of land that belongs to at least one Boar. ACORNs can 

also be earned in battles. Apart from ACORNs each plot of land will produce building material 

units aka STONE, nutrition units aka FOOD, and weapon-making units aka METAL.

Economy

Our ultimate goal is to create a game that will not only be fun to play, but will also be fully 

decentralized in terms of governance and development. The level of decentralization will 

increase gradually to avoid disruption in the ecosystem potentially caused by scammers. The 

process of decentralization will be attainable through the governance TRUFFLE token 

distribution among players and investors alike.

Decentralization
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TRUFFLE Is the BoarWar’s governance token. The token public sale that will follow the first 

round of private sale is scheduled for the 1Q 2023 with the initial sale price equal to $0.10. The 

public sale will amount for 12% from the token’s total supply which will reach 300,000,000 

TRUFFLE over 5-year period. The private sale will be split into four rounds throughout 2023 and 

2024 with limited access given to devoted community members, large investors and partners. 

25 % out of final token distribution will be allocated for the Play-to-Earn rewards, and will be 

available through in-game activities to BoarWar players exclusively. Apart from the 

aforementioned, 8% of TRUFFLE will be emitted directly to the Ecosystem fund. These tokens 

are meant to provide support to the in-game economy when it requires additional 

stabilization. It will also be spent on security and maintenance of the network.  The BoarWar 

foundation will receive 18% of the final TRUFFLE supply. The foundation will be used to reward 

the core BoarWar Team as well as the project’s close partners and advisors. These tokens will 

also be used for marketing purposes. Last but not least, starting from the first quarter 2024, 

the Governance TRUFFLE tokens will start to be emitted as staking rewards. Our goal is to 

ensure fair TRUFFLE distribution in order to make BoarWar fully decentralized and self-

governed, but, at the same time, eminently stable system by the beginning of 2028.

TRUFFLE

The idea behind the dual token economy concept is that one token is used as a security token 

similarly to a traditional company’s shares, while the other one is a utility token whose main 

purpose is to be utilized for in-game payments and rewards. In the case of BoarWar, the 

security token is TRUFFLE, whereas the utility token is ACORN. ACORN is a fair launch token 

with an adjustable burning mechanism. Such a burning mechanism will help to offset the 

inflationary pressure that will inevitably occur as the number of users will rise. Due to the dual 

token economy mechanism, in-game prices will not rise dramatically with an increased number 

of users. The BoarWar governance team can adjust some variables that will move the system 

back to an equilibrium state. In the dual-token system, the emission of utility tokens only 

depends on the new user influx, so there is no need to create an emission schedule or predict 

price fluctuations. An additional advantage of the system is the fact that as the security token 

is used for raising funds it needs to follow certain regulations which for the second (utility) 

token is not a necessity.

Dual Token Economy
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Public Sale - 12%

Private Sale - 4%

Play-to-Earn Rewards - 25%

BoarWar Foundation - 18%

Ecosystem - 8%

Governance - 33%

Final Token distribution:

Type

Supply cap

Launch

Burning

Use cases

Security token

300,000,000

ICO

No

Governance, staking, breeding

Utility token

None

Fair launch

Yes - adjustable

In-game activities, breeding, items

TRUFFLE PARAMETER ACORN 

Token Comparison

Public Sale

Private Sale

Play-to-Earn Rewards

BoarWar Foundation

Ecosystem

Governance

12

4

25

18

8

33

Retail investors

Partners, large investors

Community, in-game rewards

Team, Advisors, Marketing

Security, maintenance

Staking rewards

Share, %Allocation Type Purpose 
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IN-GAME ECONOMY

Hogs are very territorial creatures, and BoarWar lets you experience this to the max. Land in 

each Aurora Boarealis’ continent including Swinia can be owned, and the land exists in the 

form of NFTs. Players will be able to buy and sell parcels of land, as well as gain them through 

conquest. Land generates a small amount of profit, but this depends on the efficiency of the 

estate and the skills of the estate manager. Some players will receive an initial parcel of land 

and a starting estate. More lands and estates can be acquired through quests, battles with 

NPCs and other players as well as through trade in the real estate market.

Land and estates

 Each plot of land will bring a maximum 10 ACORNs, 1 – 5 STONEs, 5 – 10 units of FOOD, 1 – 5 

units of METAL per day depending on the quality of the land. In order to gain the maximum 

amount of resources, a landowner Boar will have to take part in 5 Bloody and 5 Friendly battles 

or in 7 Bloody battles per day. The players who have landowner Boars and do not participate in 

any Bloody battles will start receiving penalties. The system is built in a way that it only pays off 

to hold a plot of land, if a player is active, in order to stimulate passive players to sell their 

land. The landowners should be not only the best players, but also the most active ones.

Land ownership
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Each boar should be properly fed. It takes 1 unit of FOOD to feed one Boar. Usually there is no 

scarcity of food in Swinia, however, there might be cold seasons where a unit of land will 

produce less food than normally. The Boars who fight in the army with at least one landowner 

Boar are fed from the harvest gathered in his lands. If a player doesn’t have any landowner 

Boars, he or she will have to buy FOOD for his/her Boars at the marketplace. It is usually 

cheaper to buy FOOD from other landowners than from a centralized merchant (BoarWar 

creators). One unit of FOOD from a centralized merchant costs one ACORN. A player doesn’t 

have to feed his/her Boars during the days when they don’t take part in any battles. Hungry 

Boars cannot participate in a battle and will have to rest for two days before they can fight in a 

battle again. 

Nutrition

The defense score of each land can grow from 0 to 20. Every successive level will require 

increasingly more units of STONE and ACORNs to reach. A player can upgrade his/her land by 

1 level per day. It means that in order to build maximum defenses, a player will need to spend 

at least 20 days without losing his\her landowner Boar’s land.

Defense

to hold a plot of land, if a player is active, in order to stimulate passive players to sell their 

land. The landowners should be not only the best players, but also the most active ones.

The time in the game will be divided by seasons. One BoarWar season will last for 1 human 

month. During one season the conditions of the game are mostly fixed. The conditions 

changing from season to season may include Battle Score, ACORN rewards, resources yield, 

FOOD harvest etc. At the end of each season, the best Boarriors will receive special awards – 

treasure chests of goodies that may contain different resources.

Seasons
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Merchant Boars can trade without taxes. Hungry merchants can’t make any deals. The other 

categories will have to pay 1 ACORN of tax for every 10 ACORNS traded. Taxes are collected by 

the centralized treasury and will be used at the end of every season to reward the best Boar-

warriors.

Taxes

Players can exchange resources and form trade unions. Players with trade unions can agree 

not to fight if they meet on the battlefield. It pays off to form trade unions with one’s closest 

neighbors. Trade unions can set lower prices within the union and sell to external buyers at 

higher prices.

Trade unions

New weapons/clothing can be produced using ACORN and METAL units. The higher the 

fighting score of your boar, the greater the chances of producing better weapons. Weapons/

clothing is produced to equip newborn Boars that will be born totally naked or naked origin 

Boars. In order to be able to bear a certain clothing/weapon item a Boar has to have a 

corresponding class. 

Weaponry production



Sep 2021 – Concept and idea development

Nov 2021 – NFT design completed

Dec 2021 – Game development begins

Feb 2022 – Pre-mint marketing campaign starts

Apr 2022 – Male Boar NFT collection release

May 2022 – Focus on Community, Development and 

Charity funds

May 2022 – Female Boarette NFT collection release

June 2022 – Skills and abilities map release

July 2022 – Launch of Boar breeding functionality

Aug 2022 – Land airdrops 

Sep 2022 – TRUFFLE token introduction

Oct 2022 – Marketplace release on Immutable X

Oct 2022 – Battle game beta release 

Nov 2022 – ACORN token introduction

Dec 2022 – In-house item NFT marketplace release

1Q 2023 – Exploration mode work begins

2Q 2023 – Combat mode alpha release

3Q 2023 – Side chain testnet

4Q 2023 – Exploration mode beta release

1Q 2024 – Side chain main net

2Q 2024 – Exploration mode alpha release

3Q 2024 – Truffle staking launch

4Q 2024 – Decentralized Governance introduction

1Q 2025 – Integration with the Metaverse

Roadmap
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UTILITY CATEGORIES
1. Armory - Armory is the most important utility category. It defines your Boar's Class and all 

the properties linked to it (like eligibility to land ownership, for example). It is also responsible 

for the basic defense score of the unit, and can add certain bonuses to the weapon (e.g. 

Wizard armory increases damage of all Wizardly Sticks).

Highest value elements: Nobleman, Crusader, Knight

2. Weapon - Weapon is the main indicator of your Boar's attacking power. It also defines the 

line which your Boar can occupy on the battlefield. Only Archer's Arsenal weapons holders can 

occupy the second (Archers') line, whereas the third (Spellcasters') line can be taken only by 

Wizardly Sticks holders. An exception from this rule is the Commander - one of your Elite Class 

Boars that leads the army in a battle.

Highest Value Elements: Arms of the Ancients (4 elements)

3. Hat - Hat is another important utility category. It gives additional defense points to your 

Boar. Faction hats when combined with proper weapons can also give your warrior additional 

bonuses, like, extra long-range damage or cold resistance. Crown provides huge leadership 

and morale bonus.

Highest value elements: Crown, Faction Hats (4 elements)

4. Bijou - This utility category gives your Boar various bonuses on the battlefield: attack, 

defense, morale, magic resistance. Practically all bijou elements are extremely useful in the 

battle.

Highest value elements: ETH amulet, Faction Bijou (4 amulets)

5. Faction - There are no stronger or weaker factions in BoarWar, moreover, all factions are 

equally rare. However, you can not ignore this category when estimating your Boar's total 

utility value. Believe me, you would love to have as many specific faction elements as possible 

to get your skills multiplied. For example, for a Mountain Boar, you would need an Ice Spear 

and Ice Bijou to get extra bonuses. The strongest units in the game will be the ones wearing all 

3 faction elements (Weapon, Hat, Bijou) of the same faction as the card itself.
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6. Other categories - can also include valuable elements, like Ruby Ring or Earrings, for 

example. It can provide various bonuses, similarly to the elements in the Bijou category.

In Table 1 below you can see the rarest elements from each of the 5 utility categories. Note 

that some elements, like, Knight, for example, can be less rare than other elements (Wizard 

and Jester) but still bear more utility than their rarer counterparts.



Elite class

Nobleman

Knight

Crusader

Assasin

Bandit

Warrior

Middle class

rare element

Beggar Naked

Low class

High class

Wizard

Jester

Merchant

3

ARMORY



Bone Sword

 Spear

Cherry Bow

Hammer

Arms of the ancients

Necromancer Staff

Jester StaffMage Staff

Beggar's Cane

Wizardly sticks

Axe

Rapier

Morgenstern

Trident

Rare & Weird (RAW) Weapons

Bow

Crossbow

Boomerang

Javelin

Archer's arsenal

4

WEAPON



Mace

SwordDagger

Club

Brawling blades

Tomahawk

Arms from across the sea

Jatagan

Broadsword

5

WEAPON



Bone Helmet

Ice Horn Hat

Bat hat

Robinhood Hat

Faction Hats

Fur Hat

Jester Hat

Crown

Castle Hats

Winged Helmet Viking Helmet

Head Scarf

Combat Hats
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HAT



Acorn Chain

Spike Chain

Simple Chain

Golden Chain

Chains

Target Bijou

Ice Bijou

Bat Bijou

Skull Bijou

Faction Bijou

Ada Amulet

Ethereum Amulet

Oak Leaf

Bitcoin Amulet

Amulets

7

BIJOU
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APPEARANCE ELEMENTS
Appearance elements will not bear any practical sense in the game, but they are important 

when calculating your Boar's rarity rate. There can be a situation when your NFT is not quite 

valuable for the game but is still very rare in terms of its traits combination. Such Boars (a.k.a. 

Handsome Hogs) can in time become rather expensive on the secondary markets, like, 

OpenSea, so you might want to have them in order to resell with a higher price in the future. In 

Table 2 below you can see the rarest elements from the 5 most important appearance 

categories.
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FACTIONS
The concept of Faction is of extreme importance in the game. Your card's faction defines a set 

of parameters and skills that the character on the card will have in battle. It also specifies the 

kingdom in which you get a plot of land if your Boar is eligible for it. Each faction has its own 

bonuses for each of the battlefield's unit lines. It also grants your Commander a bonus that 

covers all the units of the same Faction during the battle. That means that you would like to 

have the majority of your units belonging to the same faction as your army Commander. In 

Table 3 below you can see all the faction bonuses depending on your Boar's battlefield 

position. Beneath the table, you can find examples from each Faction: Forest Boar (green 

frame), Dead Fields Boar (violet frame), Mountain Boar (blue frame) and Cave Boar (brown 

frame).



Let's take a look at Boar No 25 - the rarest Boar minted so far. The general value of your Boar 

is a combination of its rarity and utility value. In order to estimate your NFT's utility value, you 

should take a look at utility categories (refer to Table 1) and see which elements from those 

categories are rare. Remember that there might be exceptions (e.g. Knight element from 

Armory category) when some elements are not the rarest ones but will give more utility value 

to a particular Boar. In this example, you can notice that the Boar has 3 rare utility elements 

(Armory, Hat & Bijou) plus two elements that add a utility ...

Example - Boar No. 25

10

Rare

Bonus

Rare

Bonus

Rare

RARITY & UTILITY ESTIMATION



to a particular Boar. In this example, you can notice that the Boar has 3 rare utility elements 

(Armory, Hat & Bijou) plus two elements that add a utility bonus to the character: Caste and 

Two Nose Rings. The only utility element that is not rare in this example is the Club from the 

Weapon category. It's in fact one of the least rare weapons in the entire collection.

Now if you want to estimate the classic NFT rarity score for this Boar, you can scroll down on 

its OpenSea page until you find the table called Properties (see below). As we can see, apart 

from rare utility elements, this Boar has also a few very rare appearance elements. Note that 

the data in that OpenSea properties table is not fully precise yet, since only a small fraction of 

the entire collection is minted.

11
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rare utility

rare appearance
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CURRENT RANKING - TOP 10*

* after 80 Boars are minted

25 71 76 59

11 35

51 30

55 6
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FINDING BOAR ARMY BALANCE

Now let's take a look at your possible card deck. You should understand that your army should 

be perfectly balanced. There is no use in having 10 Elite infantry Boars under your command. 

The winning army is not the one that consists of the rarest Boars, but the one that consists of 

Boars that fit together to build the strongest possible team. Let's imagine you have minted 

these 12 Boars shown below. Among them, you need to find the ones that can bring the most 

value to your battle team while the rest will be left on the substitution bench. One of the 

possible well-balanced armies with unit abilities description is provided below. Pay attention to 

the fact that the Commander can occupy any battle line regardless of its weapon.

Good wizard. 
Armory bonus. Earth 

magic.

33

Good wizard. Double 
nature bonus. 

Decent defense.

24

Good wizard. Good 
defense. Armory 

bonus. Bijou bonus. 
Cold magic.

62

Good infantry. High 
attack/defense. 

Cold damage. 
Commander.

59
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Good infantry. High 
attack. Cold 

damage. Cold 
resistance.

51

Simple wizard. Low 
defence. No 

bonuses.

38

Decent infantry. 
Normal defense. 

Accessories 
bonuses.

48

Good archer. Very 
high defense. Long-

range bonus. 
Commander.

55

Good infantry. Good 
attack/defense. 

Cold damage. Cold 
resistance.

80

Good archer. Good 
attack/defense. 

Faction long-range 
bonus. Bijou bonus.

70

Good infantry. High 
defense. Bijou 

bonus. Accessory 
bonus.

30

Good archer. Good 
defense. Faction 

long-range bonus. 
Bijou bonus. 

Accessory bonus.

12
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EXAMPLE BATTLEFIELD FORMATION

33 12 30

80

51

70

55

24

62

59

38 48

Castspellers Archers Infantry

Commander


